
Back Injury Prevention Program Basics
Back injury causes include poor posture; stressful working 
conditions; diminished body flexibility due to aging; pushing, 
lifting, pulling, and moving objects; repeated lifting of awkward 
items; poor job station design; excess reaching or twisting; 
bending when lifting; bent posture when standing still; sitting in 
vibrating places (e.g. inside vehicles); lifting heavy items, lifting 
with forceful motions; and improper lifting techniques.

Items that contribute to back injury include fatigue, existing spinal 
defects or injury, aging work force, use of vibrating and pneumatic 
tools, increased use of assembly line practices including 
increasing the line speed.

Basics of preventing back injuries include:

lifting, and other hazards that may cause back injury and to 
identify ways to modify them to eliminate or minimize the 
hazards

items to be lifted between knee and shoulder height instead of 
on the floor; store items in tiltable bins so workers do not have 
to bend; provide adjustable height workbenches so workers do 
not have to stoop)

and pulling (pushing causes less exertion)

who must stand in place may place a foot in order to change 
position and rest the back (e.g. cashiers)

workers may change position (e.g. clerical workers)

to move

to seek assistance if needed

same movements

techniques

whom you have offered a job (e.g. flexibility and strength 
testing; review medical history; spinal X-rays; employment 

workers back anatomy and physiology; moving, carrying, 
pushing, pulling, and lifting methods; back exercises to limber 
and build strength; and rehabilitation of injured workers

worker did not know safe lifting techniques; worker carried 
heavy item because freight carrier delivered load to the wrong 
dock; worker felt embarrassed to ask for assistance) and take 
corrective actions

prevention efforts; modify efforts as needed.
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